Death Toll from War in Afghanistan and Pakistan Climbs to 173,000

KABUL – Afghanistan President Ashraf Ghani has hit back at his Chief Executive Officer Abdullah Abdullah over his recent remarks that the government is not taking solid steps to address certain national issues, saying he does not believe those who do not follow him.

Speaking to a gathering of Afghan youths on Friday, the president said that those who support corrupt elements in the government’s reform agendas.

“Unfortunately, the statements made by Mr. Abdullah about the government are not in line with the government’s plans, because governance based on principles and legal procedures is indeed a collective, serious discussion,” President Ghani said.

The president added that the government is firmly standing behind the people of Afghanistan, and all forces are making efforts to ensure security in the provinces.
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Western Sanctions Against Moscow have Negative Impact on Afghan Conflict*: RS

KABUL – Russian Support (RS) commander in Afghanistan Gen. Denis Borodin has acknowledged that western sanctions against Moscow have weakened the fight against terrorism in Afghanistan, a media report said.

According to Spanish Gen. Carmen Nicholson expressing the view during an interaction at the India Foundation, a Delhi based independent research center, on Thursday that getting spare parts for Russian aircraft and military hardware currently in operational in Afghanistan has become difficult due to western sanctions on Russia, thus affecting the ongoing fight against terrorism.

Gen. Nicholson urged India and Afghanistan’s Deputy Army Chief General Qadam Shamsi to hold regular interactions and discuss the supply of the spare parts to Afghanistan.

Baghlan Provincial Council Warnings of Provincial Collapse

KABUL – Baghlan provincial council said that Taliban has taken control of villages in Dahan-e-Ghor district of Baghlan province.

The council said that one after another villages are falling to the Taliban and if the provincial council fails to take action, the Taliban will be able to expand their control in other parts of the province.

Threat to Lashkar Gah Normalized As Operations Continue: Mol

KABUL – The Ministry of Interior (MoI) on Thursday said security operations were underway in various parts of southern Helmand province and efforts being made to improve the security situation there.

Sediq Sedjol, MoI spokesmen, told a press conference that aggressive operations by security forces were ongoing in Nad Ali, Garmsir, Nahi-e-Nahm and some other areas of the province.

At least 54 Taliban insurgents were killed in Nad Ali, 12 in Nah-i-Sahr and 14 in Garmsir districts during the past 24 hours as a result of the ongoing operations.

He said the security situation in Nad Ali, Garmsir, Nahi-Nahm and some other areas under control of security forces are secure.

However, the security forces do not control the enemy those who they go and kill them.

The MoI spokesmen said mere troop deployments were not sufficient to control the situation those the Taliban can open more routes leading to the control of other areas.

The Taliban is currently attacking and expelling security forces.
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